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The web of our life is of a mingled yarn,
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in the locker room,

staring at the nipple rings

of his grandfather

a friend responding

to his twenty-four senryu

with I liked your poem

a prof responding

to her sixty-five haiku

with I liked three
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the bakers naming

their daughter Eve Clarinda,

E Clair for short

When were you born? . . .

her blind date responding

During the winter

Where do you work? . . .

his blind date answering

That’s too personal

Thai adoptee

believing babies arrive

via airplanes

Penny Cade loving

that her middle initial

is an R
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his son replying

to My Dad’s smarter than yours

with I agree

acupuncturist

admitting he’s terrified

of vaccinations

his wife refusing

to dine at the steakhouse:

Portions are too big

an elder 

explaining why she resides

at Walmart

in rainy Stockholm,

three Nobel winners sharing

one small umbrella
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tenth grader learning

the guy who crushed him at squash

is seventy-two

college dean learning

the guy who crushed him at chess

dropped out of grade school

two morticians

composing for their business

an upbeat jingle

her child questioning

if an outlaw’s opposite

is an in-law

young Jo Katz noting

she’s a person of color:

I’m kind of pinkish





In the game of life it’s a good idea to

have a few early losses, which relieves

you of the pressure of trying to maintain

an undefeated season.

                               Bill Vaughan
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asked to complete

Don’t bite the hand . . . a six year-old 

replying That hits

asked to complete

Love all, trust . . . an eight year-old

answering My Mom

asked to complete

No news is . . . a nine year-old

responding Ancient

asked to complete

A penny saved . . . a ten year-old

stating Is worthless

asked to complete

Strike while the . . . a twelve year-old

noting Flies are near
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her teen believing

a two-dollar bill must be

counterfeit

telling his doctor

the precise day and time

he became possessed

Great-Grandpa

uttering his last words:

Buy American

Great-Grandma

uttering her last words:

Knock, knock

informing his wife

a long sigh means Yes,

an eye roll No
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family of five

coming down with the measles

at Disneyland

a Wisconsin boy

explains the Packers’ colors:

Ripe and unripe cheese

old man . . . unable

to recall how to boil eggs,

calling 9-1-1

Naples-born Scotsman

naming his bulldog puppies

Winston and Guido

Pisa-born Asian

naming her beagle puppies

Lee and Ning
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ailing track star,

in bed, waiting for the flu

to run its course

a chemist calling

The Time Machine’s writer

Mercury Wells

a chemist calling

A Taste for Death’s author

Palladium James

wondering

at what point his daughter

went beyond quirky

an eight-year-old Jew

asking can she sit shiva

for her dead hamster
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nicknaming their sons

Albert, Alvin and Alphonse

Alb, Alv and Alf

walking down the aisle

the bride’s father whispering

It’s not too late

in the front row

the groom’s mother whispering

He could do better

beside the altar

the best man whispering

I give it one year

State of the Union . . .

focusing on Boehner’s tan

instead of the speech
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in his bedroom

the seventh grader listing

his enemies

in her wheelchair

the blind, deaf elder counting

her blessings

their Dad admitting

investing ninety grand in

XFL Football

their Great-Granddad

confessing he helped design

the Edsel

too poor to afford 

a shrink, discussing his dream

with a pharmacist
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the coach enjoying

mangling his students’ names,

Fuqua and Tucci

suggesting her son

change his PIN number

from 1234

suggesting her spouse

change his computer password

from password

describing his Mom

as committing suicide

over four decades

learning her grandson

is the chief sponsor for

Porn Expo ‘15
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half-French, half-Greek . . .

calling her two matriarchs

Grand-mère and Yaya

half-Russian, half-Brit . . .

calling his two grandfathers

Dedushka and Chief

exhausted plumber

explaining to the children

his job is draining

at the funeral

her Dad treating tears as if

they were enemies

Great-Gram calling

the hundred-year-old man’s death

a great tragedy
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Beware

Rather than purchase

A home security system,

Their father puts up a sign

On their apartment door

In New York City 

Warning intruders of

Surveillance cameras,

Armed guards,

Attacks dogs, and

Poison ivy
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Swiss mountain climber

conducting research on what

Sherpa guides eat

James and Sheila Barr

opting to name their twins

Gabe and Candy

the bride’s Muslim Dad

asking the priest to tone down

the Jesus stuff

at the mall, watching

two therapists reasoning

with their shrieking son

her young nephew

questioning if she’s pregnant

or just tubby
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post-wake . . . older sibs

of the dead eighty year-old

smoking cigars

high school parking lot . . .

driver’s ed student striking

her physics teacher

turning forty-five,

sitting beside his Grandma,

holding his grandson

hospital breakfast . . .

three interns gobbling down

scrapple, hash browns

her child explaining

If there’s no punishment,

there’s no crime
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mid-eulogy . . .

the deceased’s niece completing

a crossword puzzle

mid-eulogy . . .

the deceased’s demented aunt

shouting Who died?

a boy inquiring

whether mad cows are brought 

to shrinks or vets

pregnant teen

noting she prefers knocked up

to with child

bitterly cold night . . .

a deeply depressed elder

drinking antifreeze
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asking his father,

a minor league catcher, 

whether he’s famous

asking her mother,

a shot put champion, if

she does commercials

ninety-year-old man

telling his dearest friends

he fears dying young

Harvard professor

confessing that he loved

Hee Haw

their teen announcing

he’d gladly choose infamous

over commonplace
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racing down

the beltway’s center lane:

two unicyclists

the physician

hoping that,  in heaven,

he’ll be called Doctor

asking Grandpa Lou

whether his given name

is Lucifer

her child mistaking

the Statue of Liberty

for Mt. Rushmore

after their break-up,

the college QB trying

to court her back
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a student writing

why his assignment is late:

I’ve been real busty

young Bronx mobster

framing the first C-note

he extorted

Eat a square meal!  . . .

their twelve year-old suggesting

ravioli

nixing travel,

her computer geek/husband

opts for site-seeing

first grader singing

as loud as she can, muffling

her parents’ screaming
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after wedding

Fred Zucker, Jane Cox choosing

not to hyphenate

their teen averring

that she is developing,

but they’ve stopped

Don’t you feel ashamed? . . .

pie-stealing boy responding

No, it was soooo good

Granddad admitting

he loves the new iPhone

more than his children

showing an awed boy

that solitaire can be played

with actual cards
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Rough Road Ahead

Towards the end of the first session

With a highly anxious and depressed

Seven-year-old girl, the psychologist

Requests that her father,

Sitting in the waiting room,

Come join them for a few minutes

To offer his support and perspective.

No thank you, says the father.

I’m here only as the chauffeur.
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Aunt Syl explaining

why eating pickled tongue

always brings good luck

Aunt Gert explaining

why eating canned squid

led to her divorce

a nine year-old

requesting the optician

bring him monocles

chef Alfred Poe

asking his acquaintances

not to call him Al

observing 

the old rabbi tearing up

during Danny Boy
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via e-mail

a student asking Which genes

make you look fat?

Navy captain

referring to his wife

as the Admiral

the perfume seller

clarifying for a child

toilet water

Sol Goldman giving

fifty dollars to Goodwill

after eating pork

cloudless June morning  . . .

OCD child packs a scarf,

noting Just in case
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telling the grandkids

that, in her home, cheesecake

makes a great breakfast

telling the grandkids

that, in his home, cheese fries

make a great dinner

boxer Nick Olsen

naming his son Travis Keith

for the initials

a movie star

asking whether her mug shot

can be photoshopped

mid-blizzard . . .

an old mortician cursing

the dead of winter
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Dad demonstrating

the only correct way

to eat Oreos

wedding reception . . .

Aunt Elizabeth trimming

Uncle Ed’s eyebrow

man with celiac

fainting as he walks past

the French bakery

trying to control

his rage at the slowpoke

in the far left lane

a triplet

referring to her sibs as

former wombmates
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farmer’s market . . .

a five-year-old boy searching

for Skittles

Berkeley prof

excoriating Israel,

ignoring ISIS

the geneticist

calling his mixed-race grandkids

the hybrids

her advisee

seeking a statistics course

that’s hugely fun

his advisee

seeking a biochem course

that’s a sure A
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their child sneezing

on purpose so that others

will say Bless you

Stockholm café . . .

young lovers speaking

Sweetish

Helsinki café . . .

divorcing couple speaking

Finnish

Psych prof reading

the eval, I learned nothing

but had a great time

Chem prof reading

the eval, The teacher should

try taxidermy
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